Kelby Garside - UX / UI designer

Who am I?
I'm a Brit living in Mellieha on the beautiful island of
Malta. I love designing experiences that enhance the
way in which people interact with websites. I enjoy
researching users and their habits, working closely with
stakeholders and validating solutions through user
testing.
Aside from User Experience and Information
Architecture, I have a keen eye for detail when it comes
to User Interface design, and good front end skills to
assist in prototyping and creating responsive code for
development teams.

I've worked with,
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To maintain consistency across the NetRefer product
range I have designed a series of UI elements that will
be used initially for new products and then older
products as these are updated.
The new UI elements are designed to be easy for
customers to use and will ensure a clean and consistent
feel across the NetRefer products.
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Colour scheme
As well as new UI elements, it was important to
standardise the colour palette used across the products
that NetRefer builds.
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An important part in selecting the colour palette was to
make sure it was accessible by colour blind users. To
this end, the colours chosen provide differing levels of
contrast.
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It was important to choose colours that complemented
the existing brand colours, whilst expanding the range
of colours that could be used. I introduced a set of
secondary colours that could be used to highlight page
sections and a range of brighter colours that could be
used in charts and app specific uses to highlight
information.
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Desktop UI

Customers

See your Customer's performance and activity

In the coming weeks NetRefer is launching an exciting
new product that allows our customers to add Rewards
and Gamification features to their existing products.
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Regular meetings early on in the project with
Stakeholders and product owners within NetRefer
allowed me to create a series of Wireframes. These
followed closely the use cases provided and could be
used to validate the process being followed within the
use cases. From these Wireframes I built a series of
mockups using the new UI styles.
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NetRefer
Mobile UI
For the new Rewards and Gamification product, I took a
fresh look at the design for the mobile UI. Rather than
shrinking down the existing admin interface, I designed
the mobile UI to be contextual.
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This wasn't just creating a design that would suit a small
screen experience but the context in which the
information was being used. The customer is not going
to want to create new promotional campaigns whilst
they are in a supermarket, but may want to see how
their campaigns are performing.
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STC rule builder
The NetRefer Rewards & Gamification product relies on
complex rules that need to be configured by the user.
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To facilitate this I designed the STC or Simple Textual
Conditions interface. The STC allows you to build
conditions by selecting from multiple choices, choosing
from searchable dictionaries or by entering values. The
resulting colour coded blocks re-arrange to form easy
to read english sentences.
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Activities

STC rule builder
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These rules make the STC very powerful as it can test
for complex nested conditions or be used to assign
actions.
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govern the options that are presented to the user for
any given situation.
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Wireframes
Wireframing is an important part of the design work
that I perform, here I have wireframed an overlay that
will be used to show a customer's performance when
visiting a casino website.
By simplifying design with respect to look and feel,
colours and font choices, it lends more emphasis to the
content of the page which is important when presenting
the work to stakeholders for sign off.
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NetRefer
Wireframe to mockup
A much used part of NetRefers Affiliate management
product, the Media Gallery had been earning some
criticism. When it had been introduced, the range of
media types was small but over the past few years, due
to the proliferation of mobile devices, the number of
media types has dramatically increased.
I was tasked with updating the Media Gallery so that it
allowed the user to filter based on media types and a
number of other parameters. this combined with a
simplified tile view to display resulting media items
proved to be successful when tested with a sample of
NetRefers client base.

Zurich
Wireframes
Zurich life required an updated extranet portal for
Independent Financial Advisors. The new portal was to
have an improved user experience and take into
account latest design techniques.
One of the areas of complexity in the existing portal
was around adding extra benefits to a life insurance
policy. This is a complex area to deal with, involving
many rules and conditions to decide on whether a
benefit is offered. To get the best process mapped out, I
sought advice from experts within the company.
Based on knowledge gained, I created a set of
wireframes which I iteratively improved following
review from subject experts and the business
stakeholders.

Zurich
Mockups
Increased competition in the life insurance business
from the popularity of online aggregator sites such as
Money Supermarket, created a requirement for a
consumer facing sign up process for Zurich.
Starting with the processes and back end systems used
by IFAs and redefining the front end experience to
better cater for consumers, I created a set of styles to
be used by the new portal. Prototypes and HTML
mockups of these were put through Usability testing
before HTML pages were created to be sent to
developers for Integration.
The user testing of these pages was important in
creating the best experience possible for the end
consumer. Testament to this is that the site has been
nominated for financial services awards.

Zurich
The audience
Another project I worked on for Zurich, was to design
their new Pension information portal.
During 2014 the Pension regulations in the UK were
changed. This presented us with a range of challenging
issues when designing a new set of pages to
communicate this.
As Zurich was not legally allowed to provide advice to
their customers, we had to find ways around this when
discussing the customers options. We also had to use a
more friendly tone when creating the copy for the
website, Pensions are complicated to explain but we
had to keep the terminology used simple without
talking down to the audience.
Another factor was that the audience was generally
reaching pensionable age, with the usual issues with
eyesight that this can bring. We therefore increased the
average font size to 16pt to make the paragraphs of
text easier to read.
Again User testing showed that these considerations
towards the anticipated User base was the right
decision.

